The volume focuses on the philosophical investigations of flora in the seventeenth century, through the eye of different scholars who addressed this subject from different perspectives. The meeting point of all the approaches is that plants, in the early modern period, were not considered only as physical elements that may be interesting for their medical use, their fascinating and unusual form, or because they seemed rare at the time, but also as fitting models to explain natural phenomena and, more generally, life itself: "To sum up, in the seventeenth century plants formed a category of investigation that played not only an epistemic role, providing knowledge about the internal organization, structure, and functioning of plants, it also served instrumental purposes, illustrating fundamental processes of nature (such as fermentation, growth, maturation, and putrefaction)." (BALDASSARRI & MATEI 2018:
413)
As we can observe in the history of that subject, since the Middle Ages, the practical considerations were more tempting for scholars, especially for medical and pharmacological purposes. The main references were Dioscorides' Materia Medica, Galen's De simplicum medicamentorum temperamentis ac facultatibus or Pliny's Naturalis historia, but also De causis plantarum of Theophrastus.
During the Renaissance, the study of plants slowly became more autonomous, and we can discuss about its emancipation to a distinct botanical discipline. Apart from being, to my knowledge, the first volume devoted to the study of philosophical investigations of plants in early modern thought, another remarkable characteristic of this special issue lays in its complexity. The contributions to this volume successfully prove that early modern naturalists used plants as instruments of inquiry into fundamental processes of nature, as tools to explore the causes of natural processes, and sometimes even as devices to illustrate properties and qualities of matter.
